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Abstract 
An operator on the set ~¢ of n × n matrices trongly preserves a subset ~- if it maps ~- into 
~- and d¢\~" into ~ ' \~.  We partition the family of n x n (0, 1 )-matrices with zero diagonal into 
sixteen subfamilies. By examining the corresponding digraphs, we characterize the semigroups 
of the linear operators trongly preserving twelve of these families. We find that all of the strong 
preservers are nonsingular. For eight of the twelve families, the strong preservers are generated 
by transposition, permutational similarity and positive scaling. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
A property of n × n nonnegative matrices is graphical if whenever the digraph of 
matrix B is isomorphic to the digraph of A and A enjoys the property, then B enjoys 
the property also. For example, a nonnegative matrix is irreducible if and only if its 
directed graph is strongly connected. Therefore, when n > 1, irreducibility is a graphical 
property, because strong connectivity is an isomorphism invariant. 
An operator on matrices trongly preserves a property provided that any matrix has 
the property if and only if its image under the operator has it. The set of all linear 
operators on the n x n nonnegative matrices that strongly preserve a specific property 
forms a semigroup under composition, the operator semigroup of that property. It fol- 
lows immediately that the n × n nonnegative matrices not enjoying such a property will 
have the same operator semigroup as those that have the property. For example, the 
operator semigroup of reducibility is the operator semigroup of irreducibility. 
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Other papers have been written characterizing operator semigroups of various graph- 
ical properties of n x n nonnegative matrices, e.g. [1-3]. For example, in [2] it was 
shown that when n >/2, the semigroup of linear operators trongly preserving irre- 
ducibility of n x n nonnegative matrices is generated by transposition (A ~ A t), posi- 
tive scalin 9 (A ~ [aijsij], where S : [sij] is a fixed but arbitrary matrix whose entries 
are all positive), and permutational similarity (A ~ PAP t, where P is a fixed but 
arbitrary permutation matrix). 
In this paper we characterize the operator semigroups of certain graphical properties 
of n × n normegative matrices that are 
(a) unaffected by replacing an arbitrary off-diagonal zero entry by a positive entry, 
and 
(b) unaffected by 
In graphical terms, 
moving a loop. For 
replacing an arbitrary diagonal entry by zero. 
(a) is equivalent o adding a link and (b) is equivalent o re- 
example, the properties of being irreducible, of having at most k 
off-diagonal zeros in each row and in each column (for fixed k) and of having a directed 
Hamiltonian cycle are all graphical and satisfy the additional requirements (a) and (b). 
We have succeeded in obtaining characterizations of the operator semigroups for sev- 
eral classes of properties that satisfy (a) and (b) including those previously studied in 
[2,3]. In that sense, we have obtained a generalization of their results. We partition 
all such graphical properties into sixteen families; we have determined the operator 
semigroup of twelve of these families. 
Let ~n denote the set of all simple loopless digraphs on a fixed set of n vertices. If 
G and H are in ~,, then GUH denotes the digraph in ~, whose arc set is the union 
of the arcs of G and H. We write G _~ H and say that G dominates H, if the arc set 
of H is a subset of that of G. 
Assumption (b) allows us to restrict our attention to the n x n nonnegative matrices 
whose diagonal entries are all 0. Each linear operator L on those matrices induces an 
operator T on the set ~,. Define T(D) to be the digraph of L(M), where M is the 
(0, 1)-matrix whose digraph is D. It is easy to verify that T is linear on 9 ,  in the 
sense that (i) T(GUH)= T(G)U T(H) for all G,H in @n and (ii) T (O)= O, where 
O denotes the empty digraph, i.e., the digraph having n vertices but no arcs. Let U 
denote the set of all n x n nonnegative matrices with a specific property F and q/the 
family of all loopless digraphs of the members of U. Assumption (a) applies to F if 
and only if q/ is an upper ideal; i.e. for every D in °k' and G in ~,, if D C_ G, then 
G is also in q/. Every isomorph of every digraph in q/ is  also in ~// if and only if F 
is graphical; in that case we say that the upper ideal q/ is 9raphical. We say that an 
operator T has the complementation property if T : q/--~ o//and T : ~,\q/--~ ~,\~//. 
Proposition 1.1. An operator T strongly preserves the property F if and only if T 
has the complementation property. 
So in the context of digraphs, we say that T strongly preserves °ll. Such operators 
form a semigroup under composition, the operator semigroup of o//. 
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Once we characterize the operator semigroup of a graphical upper ideal in 9n, we can 
characterize the operator semigroup of the corresponding property of n × n nonnegative 
matrices (see Section 2 below). 
2. Notation and preliminary results 
All of the members of 9n have the same vertex-set, say V = {1,2 . . . . .  n}. Those that 
have only one arc will be called links. I f  i C j ,  then the link connecting vertex i to 
vertex j is denoted Ei/. The digraph Eij U Eji is called a digon. The digraphs E 6 U Eik 
and E;i U Eki with j ¢ k are called 2-stars; the first is an outstar, the second is an 
instar. The digraph E(i U Ejk with k ¢ i is called a 2-path. The digraph E U F,  where 
the links E and F have no vertices in common, is called a parallel pair. A k-cycle in 
~,  is a digraph consisting of a directed cycle of k links and n -  k isolated vertices 
(1 <k~<n); in particular, digons are 2-cycles. The reversal of a link E is denoted E t, 
i.e. E~i = E;i. 
We let I,tl denote the number of arcs in the digraph A; similarly 16~[ denotes the 
number of elements in a set 5 e. I f  a// is an upper ideal in 9 , ,  we denote the set of 
arc-minimal nonempty elements of ~/by  Jh'(q/); so 0< IAI ~<IBI whenever B is in q/ 
and A is in J / (~) .  
The partition of the graphical properties of nonnegative matrices satisfying assump- 
tions (a) and (b) (see Section 1) is derived from the following partition of the corre- 
sponding upper ideals in q/. For each graphical upper ideal q/ in 9 , ,  define the type 
of ~1/ to be the (0, 1)-vector z(og)= (T l, "/72, "c3,274) where 
~1 = 0 if no member of J / (°g)  dominates any 2-star and rl = 1 otherwise; 
272 = 0 if no member of J l (q / )  dominates any digon and 272 = 1 otherwise; 
z3 = 0 if no member of ~¢(o?/) dominates any 2-path and 273 = 1 otherwise; 
274 = 0 if no member of J / (q / )  dominates any parallel pair and 274 = 1 otherwise. 
Note that there are no parallel pairs when n < 4, so 1:4 = 0 for n = 2, 3. Similarly, 27i = 0 
for i = 1,3, 4 when n = 2. Since q/ is invariant under isomorphism, 
rl = 1 if, and only if, some 2-star is a subgraph of some member of J / (~ ' ) ;  
r2 = 1 if, and only if, some digon is a subgraph of some member of .//g(q/); 
273 = 1 if, and only if, some 2-path is a subgraph of some member of J¢'(~#); 
274 = 1 if, and only if, some parallel pair is a subgraph of some member of Jt/(q/). 
For example, if n > 3, then the type of the upper ideal of all strongly connected igraphs 
is (0,0, 1, 1); in this case J//(q/) consists of the Hamiltonian digraphs in 9, .  There 
is only one graphical upper ideal of type (0,0,0,0), namely 9,, \{O}, the set of all 
digraphs with at least one arc. 
We say that a digraph D in 9 ,  is symmetric if it is unaltered by reversing all of  
its arcs. The upper ideal consisting of those digraphs that dominate some symmetric 
digraph has type (0, 1, 0, 0). The minimal elements of that ideal are the digons; it is the 
only upper ideal of that type. The upper ideals of types (0, 0, 1, 1 ) and (0, 1, 1, 1) were 
called star sensitive in [2]. An upper ideal ~//is star sensitive if (a) none of its minimal 
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members dominates any 2-star and (b) for every sum X of two distinct links, if X is 
neither a digon nor a 2-star, then X is dominated by some minimal member of q/. 
We denote the semigroup of all linear operators on 9,, by S. An operator T is non- 
singular in the case that T(D)= O only if D = O; such operators need not be invertible. 
The subsemigroup of nonsingular members of S is denoted SN. Its subgroup of linear 
bijections is denoted SB. It follows from linearity and the fact that each digraph can be 
written uniquely as a union of distinct links, that a linear operator is bijective on 9,  
if and only if it is bijective on A a, the set of links in ~, (see Lemma 3.1). We denote 
by Xs the subgroup of S8 consisting of those bijections which permute the digons; the 
members of Xs are called symmetric bijections. Finally, the subgroup of Zs generated 
by the n! relabellings of the vertices and the operator R that reverses all of the arcs in 
each digraph is denoted Eo The members of Ec will be called congruences. It follows 
that 
Proposition 2.1 
Sc GEs GSB GZN GE. 
We denote the semigroup of all linear operators that strongly preserve the upper 
ideal q/, i.e. the operator semigroup of q/, by X(q/). Now we will show the con- 
nection between the semigroup of strong preservers of families of digraphs and the 
corresponding semigroup of strong preservers of families of nonnegative matrices. 
Suppose U is the set of all n x n nonnegative matrices with zero diagonal having 
a specific graphical property F, satisfying conditions (a) and (b). Let q/ denote the 
corresponding upper ideal of loopless digraphs. Let a = o-(U) denote the semigroup of 
linear operators on U strongly preserving F. As noted above, 
(i) if £(q/) = Xc, then a is generated by transposition, permutational similarity and 
positive scaling. 
Next, we note that the binary matrices Fij that have only one nonzero entry, 1, 
occurring in the ith row and jth column (i # j )  are a basis for U. We will refer to 
them as cells; their digraphs are the links in ~.  
(ii) If £(q/)= £s, then a is generated by the positive scaling operators and by the 
~(i,~l that interchange Fkl with Fq and Ftk with ~i but fix all of the other operators 
cells. 
(i/i) If 
bijections 
S(~//) = SB, then a is generated by the positive scaling operators and the 
of the cells. 
(iv) If S(q/)= XN, then a is generated by the operators L on U that have the 
property that L(F i i )# 0 for all cells Fii in U. 
3. Operator groups of twelve types of graphical upper ideals 
We have observed that ~n\O is the only upper ideal of type (0,0,0,0). It follows 
from the definitions that X(~n\O)= XN. In fact, X(q/)= XN if and only if ag = ~n\O. 
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In the first lemma, we establish the fact that bijectivity of a linear operator on the 
digraphs is equivalent to bijectivity on the links. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that T is a linear operator on the digraphs of 9,. Then T is 
bijective if, and only if, T permutes the links of 9,,. 
Proof. Let T be bijective and let E be any link of 9,.  Because T is linear and 
bijective, T(X) = O if, and only if, X = O. Then E = T(D) for precisely one digraph 
D of 9n. Let F be any link of D. Then O# T(F)C_ T(D)=E and hence, T(F )=E 
and also D = F. Thus for each link E, there is a link F such that T(F)= E and so T 
permutes the links of 9n. 
Conversely, suppose that T permutes the links of 9,.  Let T(A)= T(B) for some 
nonempty digraphs A and B of 9,,. Let A have links E~,E2 ..... E, and B have links 
F1,F2 ..... Fm. Then by linearity, 
m 
0 T(Ei ) = U T(Fi). 
i--1 j--1 
Let iE [1,n]; then T(Ei)= T(~) for precisely one value o f j  in [1,m]. Hence Ei=Fj 
because T permutes the links. Therefore A C B. By a symmetric argument, B C_ A and 
so A = B, establishing the fact that T is bijective on the digraphs. [] 
For the remainder of this paper, we assume that o7/ is a graphical upper ideal in 
con closed under transposition (arc reversal). I f  D is the digraph of the matrix A, then 
D t denotes the digraph of A t. We usually use T to denote a linear operator on 9,.  
The following lemma appears in [2] as Lemma 4.1. However the condition that o7/be 
closed under transposition was omitted. This omission does not affect the validity of 
the conclusions of that paper as the upper ideals being considered were closed under 
transposition. 
Lemma 3.2 (Beasley and Pullman [2, Lemma 4.1]). Zc is a subgroup of Z(~I). 
Proof. Let T be in Sc and D be in 9n. Then T(D) is isomorphic to D or D t. I f  D 
is in ~,  then so is T(D) because q/ is graphical and closed under transposition. 
If T(D) is in ~,  then so is D, because T -I  is also in So  Therefore T strongly 
preserves d//. [] 
For most of the types of graphical upper ideals, we will see that X(q/)= Zo  In 
the next sequence of lemmas we find sufficient conditions for that equality to occur. 
The lemmas depend on the following notion. An upper ideal q/ separates links if for 
any pair of distinct links E and F, there exists a digraph N such that N U E C ~// but 
N U F ~ ~II. 
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Lemma 3.3 (Beasley and Pullman [2, Lemma 3.2]). I f  T is a linear operator in 
Z(4/) and 4/separates links, then T is bijective on ~n. 
Corollary 3.4. I f  4/separates links, then Z(4/)C_ ZB. 
Lemma 3.5 (Beasley and Pullman [2, Lemma 3.3]). I f  T is bijective and preserves 
2-stars, then T is in Z¢. 
A graph in 4/is said to be prime if it does not dominate another graph in 4/. Let ~k 
denote the set of all prime graphs in 4 /o f  weight k. For any set of graphs 5:, let (5:) 
denote the graphical upper ideal generated by 5:. Thus 4/=(.J (~k) where (~'k) is the 
smallest graphical upper ideal containing ~k. We call (~k) a prime ideal. Lemmas 3.7 
and 3.8 show that we need only characterize the linear operators that preserve ~'k since 
we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.6. where the intersection is over all nonempty ~k 
in4~. 
Lemma 3.7. I f  a linear operator, T, is bijective and strongly preserves ~k, then T 
strongly preserves (~k). 
Proof. Let X E (:~k). Then X = P U Y where P E :~k and Y E ~n. By the linearity of 
T, T(X)= T(PU Y)= T(P)U T(Y) E (~k), since T(P) E~k. Therefore T preserves 
(~k). Since T is bijective, T strongly preserves (~k). [] 
Lemma 3.8. I f  T is bijective and strongly preserves 4/, then T strongly preserves 
(~k) for each nonempty ~k in 4/. 
Proof. Suppose ko<k l<k2<. . .<k l  are positive integers such that ~ki#0,  
i E {0, 1 .. . . .  l} and if ~ # 0 then j = ki for some i E {0, 1 . . . . .  l}. Thus ~k0 = J/(4/). 
Since T is bijective, T is bijective on Jg(4/). Thus T strongly preserves (Jg(4/))= 
(:~k0) by Lemma 3.7. Moreover, since T strongly preserves 4/, T strongly preserves 
4/\(~k0). Let d~¢ 1=dff\(~i~k0 ). Then T strongly preserves qll and ,/¢(4/l)=:~kl. As 
above, T strongly preserves (~kj) and 4/l\(~kl). Repeating this argument l times 
establishes the lemma. [] 
Lemma 3.9. For all n>~4, (~k) separates links unless it is of type (0,0,0,0), 
(0,0,0,1), (1,0,1,0) or (1,0,1,1). Except for these four types of upper ideals, 
Z((~k) C_ ZB. 
Proof. The lemma is easily verified by consideration of the 16 cases determined by 
the 16 types of upper ideals. 
For the type (0,0,0,0), let E and F be any two links. Then NUEE(~k)  and 
Nt3Fc  (~k) for any digraph N. Thus, (~k) does not separate links for the type 
(0,0,0,o). 
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For the types (0,0,0,1), (1,0,1,0) and (1,0,1,1), let E and F be the links of a 
digon. When (~k) has type (0,0,0, 1), then whenever NUE dominates a parallel pair, 
N U F also dominates a parallel pair. Suppose that (~k) has type (1,0, 1,0). If N U E 
dominates a 2-star, then N U F dominates a 2-path; if N U E dominates a 2-path, then 
N U F dominates a 2-star. Thus, (~)  does not separate links that case. Similarly, (~k) 
does not separate links when it has type (1,0, 1, 1 ). 
For the remaining twelve cases, (~k) does separate links and so S(~k)c_ 2;~ by 
Corollary 3.4. [] 
Lemma 3.10. I f  (~k) is of type (0,0, 1, 1) or (0, 1, 1, 1), then X((~k))=Xc.  
Proof. If (~k) is of type (0, 1, 1, 1), then T preserves 2-stars since T is bijective by 
Lemma 3.9 and no 2-star can be dominated by an element of ~k. Thus by Lemma 3.5, 
TE Sc. 
If (~k) is of type (0, 0, 1, 1) and T does not preserve 2-stars, then some 2-star, say 
EijUEik, is mapped to a digon. Now choose sf~ {i,j,k} and consider T(E~i). Since 
both E~i U Eli and Esi U Elk are  2-paths, their images must be dominated by elements of 
~k. Because T(Eij UEik) is a digon, T(Esi) must be Vertex-disjoint from T(Eij UEik). 
This is because a link cannot form a 2-path with both links of a digon. 
Now consider T(E~s). Since Eij U Ei~ and Eik U El,, are 2-stars, their images must be 
2-stars or digons. Since T is bijective, at least one of these images, say T(E~i UE/~), is 
a 2-star. But then E~k U Eg~,. must be mapped to a 2-path, since T(E,j U Eik ) is a digon. 
This is a contradiction because any 2-path is dominated by some element of ~. but 
no 2-star is. Thus 2-outstars are mapped to 2-stars. 
A parallel argument shows that 2-instars must also be mapped to 2-stars. By 
Lemma 3.5, T E 2c. 
Lemma 3.11. I f  (~k) separates links and (~k) is of type (1,0,0,0) or (1, 1,0,0), then 
T is in Zc. 
Proof. By an argument parallel to [2, Theorem 3.2] the result follows. [] 
Lemma 3.12. Let T be a linear operator on the set of digraphs @,. I f  n>~4, 
T preserves 2-paths and T is bijective on the links, then T preserves 2-stars. 
Proof. Suppose E, F and G are links such that F U G is a 2-star, E U F and E U G 
are 2-paths and T(FU G) is not a 2-star. We may assume that F U G is an outstar; 
the argument in the case that F U G is an instar is parallel. Let A = E U F U G. Since 
T preserves 2-paths and T(FUG)  is not a 2-star, it follows that T(A) is a 3-path or 
a 3-cycle. 
Suppose that T(A) is a 3-cycle. Since T preserves 2-paths, it follows that T preserves 
3-cycles. Let I be the link such that EUFUI  is a 3-cycle. Then T(EUFUI )  is also 
a 3-cycle. This means that T(1)= T(G), which is a contradiction since T is bijective. 
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Therefore, T(A) is a 3-path. Without loss of generality, let T(G)=EI2, T(E)=E23 
and T(F)=E34. 
Case 1: n=4.  Let H, I and J be the links such that EUGUH,  EUFUI  and 
G UJUF t are 3-cycles. Then T(A UHUI )  is the union of two 3-cycles meeting in 
the link T(E) so that T(H)=E31 and T(1)=E42. But T is bijective and n=4 so 
T(J) is either E24 or E41. If T(J)=E24, then T maps the 2-path JU I  to a digon. If 
T(J) = Eal, then T maps the 2-path J U l to a 2-star. These contradictions imply that 
T(FUG) is a 2-star. 
Case 2: n>4. Let A and T(A) be as described above. Let I be a link, I #E ,  such that 
IUF  and lUG are 2-paths. Let H, J and K be links such that EUGUH, IUFUJ  
and EUFUK t are 3-cycles. Since IUF  and lUG are both 2-paths, T(1)=Eal or 
E23. But T(E)=E23 and T is bijective, so T(I)=E41. Since IUFUJ  is a 3-cycle, 
T(J) =El3. Since E U G UH is a 3-cycle, T(H)----E31. Therefore T(J UH) is a digon. 
Now H U K and K U J are 2-paths, so their images must be 2-paths also. But no single 
link can form 2-paths with both links of a digon. This contradiction completes the 
proof. [] 
Lemma 3.13. Let n>~4 and £r= {XC~, :X  is either a digon or a 2-path}. f f  T is 
bijective and stronyly preserves X, then 
(a) T stronyly preserves 2-paths, 
(b) T strongly preserves digons, 
(c) T strongly preserves 2-stars and 
(d) T strongly preserves parallel pairs. 
Proof. Suppose that EUF is a 2-path. Let G be the link such that EUFUG is a 
3-cycle. Suppose that T(EUF) is a digon. That digon has a vertex in common with 
T(G) because T preserves 5f and EUFC~.  But then either T(EUG) or T(FUG) 
is a 2-star. This contradicts the fact that T preserves Y" since both E U G and F U G 
are in 5f. Therefore T preserves 2-paths; bijectivity implies that T does so strongly. 
Consequently T also strongly preserves digons. 
By Lemma 3.12 and by the bijectivity of T, T strongly preserves 2-stars; this proves 
(c). The invertibility of T implies that T strongly preserves all 2-arc digraphs and hence 
(d) follows from (a)-(c). [] 
Lemma 3.14. For all n>~4, if (~k) is of type (0, 1,0,0), then 27((~k))=Ss. 
Proof. If (~k) is of type (0, 1, 0, 0), then it is the upper ideal consisting of all digraphs 
dominating at least one digon. Let T E ,~((~k)). By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.9, T is bijective 
and T preserves (~k). Therefore, T maps every digon to a digon and so permutes 
the digons as well as the links. Hence 2;((~k))c_27s. Conversely, any member of 
2~s preserves the set of digons and hence preserves (~k). Since members of 27s are 
invertible, it follows that they strongly preserve (~k). [] 
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Lennna 3.15. For all n>~4, if (~k) is of type (0,0,1,0), (1,0,0,1), (0,1,1,0) or 
(1,1,0,1), then Z((~k))=Zc. 
Proof. If (~k) is of type (0,0,1,0), then k=2 and ~k is the set of 2-paths. Let 
T EZ((~'k)). In this case, T preserves the set of 2-paths because T is bijective by 
Lemma 3.9. 
If (~k) is of type (1, 1,0, 1), then the image of any 2-path must be a 2-path, for 
otherwise the image of that 2-path would be dominated by some member of ~k. The 
bijectivity assured by Lemma 3.9 would then imply that T maps a graph not in (~k) 
to some graph in ~k, contradicting the fact that T strongly preserves (~k). Hence T 
preserves 2-paths. 
For reasons imilar to the above, if (~k) is of type (0, 1, 1,0) or (1,0,0, 1), then either 
T preserves 2-paths or the image of a 2-path is a digon. Suppose that T(Eij U Ejk) = 
Er~ U E~. Then T(Eij U Ejk U Eki) can dominate only digons or 2-paths, but it is impos- 
sible to add a link to a digon and not have a 2-star or a pair of vertex-disjoint links. 
Thus T preserves 2-paths by Lemma 3.13. 
In each case, by Lemma 3.12, T preserves 2-stars and hence, by Lemma 3.5, 
T E Zc. [] 
We define an m-daisy to be the digraph consisting of m digons that intersect in 
exactly one vertex, the centre of the daisy. We will use the notation Di to denote the 
daisy centred at the vertex i. If m = n - 1, then the daisy is a maximal daisy. The 
digon E~/O Eji will be denoted by D~,j. 
Lennna 3.16. I f(a) T is bijective and (b) for each i there is a j such that T(Di)C_ Dj, 
then there is a permutation r of {1,2 . . . . .  n} such that T(Dr,,)=D~(r).~c,.) for each 
pair (r,s) with r¢s .  
Proof. For each i there is a j such that T(Di ) :D j  because (a) implies that equality 
holds in (b). That j is uniquely determined by i also follows from (a). Now define z 
by z ( i ) : j  for each 1 <<,i<~n. Then z permutes {1,2 .. . . .  n}. 
If r~s ,  then Dr, s--DrfqDs, so T(D~,~,,)C_ T(D~)N T(Ds)=Dr(r)AD~(s)=Drtr),rCs) 
and hence T(D~,s)=D~tr),:co by (a). [] 
Let TI,2 denote the linear operator defined by T1,2(EI2 ) ~--- E21, TI,2(E21 ) = Etz and 
T~,2(Eij)=Eij for all {i,j} • {1,2}. Let Ti,j denote the congruence of Tl,2 that inter- 
changes Eij and Eji and fixes all of the other links. Then Lemma 3.16 has the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.17. I f  T is bijective and for each i there is a j such that T(Di)C_ Dj, 
then T E (Ec, TI,2). 
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Proof. Let T be as in Lemma 3.16 and let L be the linear transformation such that 
L(Eij)=E~-a(i)~-L(j) for all i#j .  Then L(T(Dij))=Dij. Either (a) L(T(Eij))=Eij 
and L(T(Eji))=Eji or (b) L(T(Eij))=Eji and L(T(Eji))=Eij. If (a), let T* =I ,  the 
l,J 
T* -T i j .  Then T,*(L(T(Ers)))=Ers for all r#s and identity operator; if (b), let i , j -  , 
hence 
Ti*jL T = I. 
i<j 
Therefore 
(n )' r = ri*jL c r,,2>. 
i 
[] 
Lemma 3.18. I f  (~k) is of type (0, 1,0, 1) and n>4, then 2;(~k)= (Zc, TI,2}. 
Proof. First we will show that TI,2 strongly preserves any graphical prime ideal, (~k}, 
of type (0, 1, 0, 1). To do so, observe that the members of ~k dominate digons and 
parallel pairs, but do not dominate any 2-stars or 2-paths. Therefore each member 
F E ~k is a vertex-disjoint union of say, p digons and q disjoint links. If neither 
El2 nor E21 is one of the q links of F, then T1,2 fixes each member of F; hence 
TI,2(F)=FE~k. If El2 is one of the disjoint links o fF ,  then TI,2(F) is the digraph 
obtained by replacing El2 by E21. But (~k) is graphical and the digraph T1,2(F) is 
isomorphic to F. Therefore TI,z(F)E (~). Also, Ti,2 is bijective, so T1,2(F)E~k. 
A similar argument holds if E21 is one of the q links of F. Hence 
(i) Tj,2(~k)=~k and 
(ii) (Ti,2(~k )} = (~k). 
By linearity, it follows that Ti,2((~k})= (Ti.2(~k))= (~k}. Therefore Tl,2 preserves 
If Tt,2(A)6 (~'k), then A E TL2((~k}) because T~, 2 =1.  Therefore A E (~k} and Ti,2 
strongly preserves (~k}. It follows that (Sc, TL2) C_ Z((~k}). 
To establish the opposite inclusion, let T E Z((~k)). By Lemma 3.9, T is bijective. 
Since (~k} is of type (0, 1, 0, 1) and is strongly preserved by T, then T permutes the 
set consisting of all 2-paths and 2-stars. Consequently, if links E and F share exactly 
one vertex, then so do their images under T. Next we show that T sends digons to 
digons. 
Let Di, i be a digon. Then T(D,,j) is either a digon or a parallel pair because T 
preserves ~k. Suppose that T(Di, j) is a parallel pair. There are n -  2 other digons 
incident with each vertex of Oi,j. That is, there are 4(n - 2) links incident with both 
links of Di, j. On the other hand, there are exactly eight links incident with both links 
of the parallel pair T(Di, j). The observations of the previous paragraph imply that 
4 (n -  2)= 8. But this contradicts the assumption that n>4. 
Now let Di be any maximal daisy centred at vertex i. Then 
Di = U Di, j .  
]7~i 
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The images T(Di, j) have only one vertex in common because T preserves digons, 
T maps 2-stars and 2-paths to 2-stars and 2-paths, and n>4.  Thus T(Di, j) is also a 
maximal daisy. It follows from Corollary 3.17 that T E (Zc, T1.2). [] 
Lemma 3.19. I f  a linear operator in (Zc, T1,2) reverses the links of an odd number 
(but not all) of the diyons, then there is a linear operator that reverses the links oJ 
exactly one digon and fixes all of the other links. 
Proof. The complete digraph on n vertices contains (2) digons. Let r reverse the links 
of r -- 2s + 1 digons, where s i> 1. If  r ~> ½(2), then T = RS where R reverses the links 
of all of the digons and S reverses the links of (2) - r digons. Thus we may assume 
that r ~< ½ (~). 
Let the digons be labelled 1,2 . . . . .  (2) so that the digon Dl,2 is labelled 1. 
Now let T* = T ' "T"T  ~ where T / reverses digons 1,2 . . . . .  2s ÷ 1; T" reverses digons 
1,2 . . . . .  s t  1,2s÷2 . . . . .  3s÷ 1; and T"' reverses digons 1, s+2 . . . . .  3s+ 1. These operators 
are feasible since 3s + 1 <4s  + 2=2r~<(2) .  The effect of T* is to reverse the 
digon D1,2. [] 
Lemma 3.20. I f  a linear operator in (Zc, T1,2) reverses the links of an even number 
(but not all) of the digons, then by Lemma 3.20, there is a linear operator that 
reverses the links of exactly two digons and fixes all of the other links. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.19 with the following changes. Let 
r = 2s, where s >i 1. Let T* = T" '  T" T ~ where T'  reverses digons 1,2 . . . . .  2s; T"  re- 
verses digons 1,2 .. . .  , s + 1, 2s + 1 . . . . .  3s - 1; and T"  reverses digons 1, s + 2 . . . . .  3s -  1. 
The effect of T* is to reverse the digon Di,2 and the digon labelled 2. [] 
Lenuna 3.21. I f  n>4 and (~k) is of type (1, 1, 1,0), then Z(~k) :  Zc or (Xc, Ti,2). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, if T cZ(~t )  which has type (1, 1, 1,0), then T is bijective. 
Since T is bijective and strongly preserves (~k), T also strongly preserves paral- 
lel pairs. Then, since n>4,  daisies must be mapped to daisies. By Corollary 3.17, 
T E (Zc, TI,2). 
Case 1: If  for every digraph X such that XA(E I2UE21)=O we have 
XUEI2 E~k if, and only if, Xt3E21 E~k, then TI,2 strongly preserves ~k and hence 
z(,~k) = (zc ,  r,,2). 
Case 2: Now suppose that there is some digraph X such that (Et2 U E21 )nX  = O, 
P =X UE12 E ~k and X t3E21 ~ ~k. Then T1,2(X UEI2) =X UE21 $ ~k which implies 
that Ti,2 does not preserve ~k. 
If  T reverses the links in an odd number (but not all) of  the (2) digons in the 
complete digraph on n vertices, then by Lemma 3.19, there is an operator in Z(~k) 
that reverses the links in exactly one digon, which we may assume to be the digon D,,2 
because Zc is in the operator group. But then TI.2 belongs to Z(~k), a contradiction. 
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If there is a linear operator that reverses the links in an even number (but not 
all) of the digons, then there is an operator, T in 2~(~k), which reverses the links in 
exactly two of the digons. Since n>4 and ~k has type (1, 1, 1,0), either there is a 
digon dominated by X or there is a digon having no links in X. Let S tA S t be such a 
digon. Let T be the linear operator that reverses El2 UE21 and reverses SUS t. Then 
T(P) = T(X UEI2) =X tAE21 ~ ~k. Therefore T does not preserve ~k. 
Thus 27(~k)= Sc in this case. [] 
Lemma 3.22. I f  n=3 and (~k) is of type (1,1,1,0), then Z(~k)=Zc,  Z~ or 
(,~c, TL2). 
Proof. We observe that digraphs on three vertices contain no parallel pairs of links. 
An examination of the possible sets of digraphs constituting ~k for 2 ~<k ~< 6 gives the 
following results. When k = 2, 5 or 6, Z(~k)= ,~B; when k = 3 or 4, Z(~k)= Zc or 
(Ec, TL2). [] 
Lemma 3.23. I f  n=4 and (~k) is of type (1,1,1,0), then S(~k) =Zc  or (Sc, TI.2). 
Proof. This result follows from an examination of the possible prime ideals with n---4 
and 2 ~< k ~< 6. Note that, unlike the case n = 3, 2~B cannot be an operator group because 
2-stars, digons and 2-paths cannot be mapped to parallel pairs. [] 
4. Main theorem and summary 
Theorem 4.1. Let n>.4. The operator groups, ~(~k),for twelve of the sixteen types 
of prime ideals, ~k, are as shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
Corollary 4.2. I f  the operator 9roup of any prime upper ideal in ql is 2~c, then 
~(~g) = ~c. 
Proof. The result follows from the fact that ,~(q/)=N2~(~k) over all non- 
empty ~k. [] 
Corollary 4.3. I f  the operator group of Jg(ql) is Ec, then Z(ql)= Zc. 
In the previous ection we characterized the strong preservers of the upper ideals of 
loopless digraphs whose prime ideals are among twelve of the 16 possible types. Some 
known results can be obtained more easily from these characterizations. For example, 
consider the strong preservers of the upper ideal q/ of loopless digraphs which are 
strongly connected. The minimal elements consist of the Hamiltonian digraphs. For 
n>~4, ~'(q/)  has type (0,0,1, 1) and so ,~(q/)=~c by Theorem 4.1. Similarly, we 
can characterize the set of strong preservers of loopless digraphs containing a cycle of 
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Table 1 
Types (0,0,0,0) to (0,1,1, 1) 
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(~)  type X(~,) Reference Description 
(0,0,0,0) -rN Section 2 
(o,o,o,1) 
(o,o, l,O) zc Lemma 3.15 
(0, 0, 1, l ) Z" c Lemma 3.10 
(0, 1,0,0) Zs Lemma 3.14 
(0, 1,0, 1) (So, TI,2) Lemma 3.18 
(0,1,1,0) Z' c Lemma 3.15 
(0, 1, 1, 1) Zc Lemma 3.10 
Each element of ~k contains exactly one link and the upper ideal 
is precisely 9,,\0. 
~k is unique and consists of orientations ofk-matchings for each 
k~2. 
Any digraph with more than three links contains either a digon, 
a star or parallel links. Thus, k ~< 3. If k = 2, then ~k is the set 
of all 2-paths. If k = 3, then ~, is the set of 3-cycles. 
There are several possibilities for ~'k- One choice is the set of 
k-cycles when k~>4. The preservers of the upper ideal generated 
by k-cycles were investigated in [2]. 
~k is unique; each element is a digon and so k = 2. 
n >t 4; ~k is contained in the set of digons and disjoint links. 
In this case, k = 2 and ~k is unique. It is the set of digons and 
2-paths. 
Since ~k must have elements that dominate digons, but never 
2-stars, ~k is a subset of digraphs of weight k consisting of dis- 
joint digons, directed cycles and directed paths. 
length at least k, when k>~4. Again, since ~//contains a prime ideal of  type (0,0, 1, 1), 
the operator group is Zc. This result is equivalent o Theorem 4.18 of Hershkowitz 
[3] by means of  the eomplementation property, Proposition 1.1. The set of all loopless 
digraphs uch that the maximum distance between two vertices is at most two contains 
a prime ideal of type (0, l, 1,0) and hence its preservers are also the congruences. 
Theorem 3.1 of  [1] implies that, when n>~3, T strongly preserves the upper ideal of 
(loop-free) primitive graphs if and only if T E Sc. 
A determination of  the type of the minimal members, J / (q / ) ,  of  an upper ideal q/, 
may not be sufficient o identify its operator semigroup. The following example shows 
that it may be necessary to examine the strong preservers of  other prime ideals in q/. 
Consider the upper ideal 0g of  all loopless digraphs containing a cycle of  any length. 
The set of  elements of  minimum weight are the digons and thus J/[(q/) has type 
(0, l, 0,0). The strong preservers of  Jg(~//) are the symmetric operators, 2Js. However, 
~//also contains a prime ideal of  type (0, 0, 1, 0); it is the prime ideal generated by the 
3-cycles. The strong preservers of  this larger prime ideal are the congruences. Thus 
Z(~//) = Zc, by Proposition 3.6, for this family of  graphs. 
There are four types of  upper ideals for which the strong preservers were not char- 
acterized in this paper. We are not yet able to characterize the strong preservers for 
upper ideals of  types (1,0, l, l )  and (1, l, l, 1). The methods needed to characterize 
those of  types (0,0,0, l )  and (1,0, 1,0) are different from the methods used here and 
will be discussed in a future article. 
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Table 2 
Types (1,0,0,0) to (1,1,1,1) 
(~k) type ,U (~,) Reference Examples 
(1,0,0,0) Z' c Lemma 3.11 
(1,0,0, 1) ,~c Lemma 3.15 
(1,0, 1,0) 
(1,0, 1, 1) 
(1, 1,0,0) ,r C Lemma 3.11 
(1, 1,0, 1) Zc Lemma 3.15 
(1, 1, 1, 0) 2~ c Lemmas 3.21, 
(~'c, TI,2) 3.22 and 
or L'B 3.23 
(1,1,1,1) 2~(~k) C Lemma 3.9 
2~B 
~k is the set of k-instars, the set of k-outstars or the set of 
k-stars (both in- and out-). 
#~, is contained in the set of graphs of weight k consisting 
of k-stars and disjoint stars. However, ~k cannot consist of 
just k-stars. 
~k is a subset of the set of all orientations of undirected 
k-stars (not all being directed k-stars) unless k = 3, in which 
case, ~k can also contain orientations of triangles (undirected 
3-cycles). 
There are several choices for ~k: for example, the orienta- 
tions of k-cycles, oriented trees, the orientations of graphs of 
weight k. 
~k is unique; it is the set of 2-stars and digons with k = 2. 
~k is a subset of the set of digraphs of weight k consisting 
of disjoint stars and digons. 
~k is a subset of subgraphs of daisies 
of weight k, unless 3 ~ k ~< 6, in which 
case digraphs in ~k may dominate oriented triangles. 
There are many choices for ~k. One 
is the upper ideal of loopless digraphs whose adjacency ma- 
trix is primitive. 
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